Tour 5 „Berlin East PURE“, approx. 6 hours
 Pick-up at your hotel or another place within inner Berlin city limits
 Passing one of the last former watchtowers next to Potsdamer Place, following the former
wall in direction to Checkpoint Charlie
 Ride to formerly Berlin main airport Tempelhof with all its historical story to the famous
Berlin airlift in 1948, exit for a short view to the building
 Cruising through wild Neukölln district via Sonnenallee and passing west area of Kreuzberg in
direction to former border area Schlesischer Busch with watchtower
 Stop at Treptower Parc and short visit of the most important and ultralarge Russian Memorial
outside of the Russian Federation
 We are moving in direction of south-east Berlin and passing the pre-war industrial area of
Niederschöneweide
 Gliding through old inner city area of Köpenick and “visiting” the bronze statue of the
“Captain of Köpenick” a very old typical German historic story
 Passing the famous stadium “Alte Försterei” of the traditional east Berlin soccer club “1.FC
Union” and moving further through Oberschöneweide in direction to Karlshorst
 Visiting the Russian Museum of Karlshorst, the former imperial capital of Berlin has to signed
the capitulation treaty on 2nd of Mai 1945 in presence of the Russian generals
 In direction of north-west we are passing Castle of Friedrichsfelde and the former eastern
zoo, exit is possible
 Now cruising the “Alley of the cosmonauts”, a typical eastern german street through the
large area of buildings made with precast concrete slabs, so called “Achievements of
socialism”

 We will see the small historic area of Marzahn with its old church and the historic windmill,
located in the middle of all buildings of the former GDR
 Going further in direction to Hohenschönhausen and we will have a short stop at the
memorial place, the former Russian prison and later the prison of the STASI
 Passing the district of Weissensee we will arrive at Ernst-Thälmann-Place with one of the last
larger-than-life bust of a political leader from the GDR, exit is possible
 Gliding through Prenzlauer Berg we will have a stop at Bernauer Strasse, a memorial place
located direct at the former wall with some interesting sights
 Via Pariser Place and Brandenburg Gate, symbol of the german-german reunification, we will
come back to Potsdamer Place and our tour will end here or at a place you wish within Berlin
inner city limits.

